Sharing Circle Questions
While each lesson in this book has one or more suggested sharing circle
questions tied to the lesson’s focus, you may sometimes want to go in a
different direction or expand your sharing circle time with an additional
icebreaker question. You can use the following list of ideas for these supplemental questions.
• What do you like to do after school?
• What is something interesting you did yesterday?
• What is an event you have planned for the future?
• What would you like to do or be when you finish school?
• What is your favorite subject in school?
• If you could change one thing about school, what would it be?
• What is your favorite
pizza topping
ice cream flavor
color

?
place
sports team
game to play

song
book
animal

• Who is your favorite
musician
•
•
•
•
•

movie
TV show
place to visit
?

athlete

actor

artist

If you could be anyone now or in history, who would you be and why?
If you could be an animal, what animal would you be and why?
Where do you like to go to relax?
Who is someone you admire as a role model?
When are times you feel
?
angry
sad
annoyed
frustrated

disappointed
upset
stressed
happy

excited
joyful
hopeful
proud

calm
content

• What qualities do you look for in a friend?
• What trait in others do you have trouble accepting or find annoying?
• What is one thing you like a lot about yourself?
• What is an ability you have that you are proud of? (This ability could be academic,
athletic, artistic, social, or personal.)
• What country or other place that you’ve never been would you like to visit? Why?
• If you could have any superpower, what would it be?
• What character from a story (in a book, TV show, movie, graphic novel, or other
format) do you really identify with? What character do you not like?
• If you could witness any event from the past, what event would you choose?
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